MASSAGES
FABRIQUE CLUB MIX MASSAGE
Combining 4 different massages, and responding all needs of your body,
Fabrique mix massage will make you feel effects of classic massage,
medical massage, sports massage and thai massage.

AROMA THERAPY
Aromatherapy is a natural therapy method based on use of oils extracted from herbs. These essential
oils extracted from herbs are used for concentrated herbal energy massage, mist and bath.
History of collecting and using herbal scents is as old as history of humankind. Oils are very valuable
as this is an arduous process. Scents externally affect our nervous system, and our body reacts to
scents. The key feature of aromatherapy is that it ensures total body recovery by speeding up
physical defense mechanisms.

SWEDISH MASSAGE
Involves masterful pressure, rhythmic percussion and stretching movements applied on energy areas
of body, enabling deeper effect passing beyond muscle tissue on the surface. This massage enables
balancing out all energy centers on your body. Used for reinforcing circulation system, stiff waist,
neck and back, calcification, rheumatism, muscular contractions, edema and swells, strain and
sleeping troubles, pre-sport warm-ups, after-sport relaxing, skin aesthetic and rehabilitation, this
massage is also used for many other therapies including muscle problems, joint disorders, waist and
back pains, etc.

MASSAGES
SPORTS MASSAGE
This massage features low tempo manipulations yet powerful movements. This type of massage is
very effective in throwing out toxins from body, preferred by those who like hard style massage.
During massage, the bodily balance is tried to be ensured by focusing on muscles which were
subject to hard pressure.

HEAD & NECK MASSAGE
This massage is applied on head, neck and nape, generally focusing on troubled area. This massage is applied according to a program created under physician’s control and instructions. It is
especially effective for treating headaches, sleeping troubles, back and neck pains, stiffness. It helps
the hair to become stronger and revive thanks to its nutritive effect on hair and scalp.

HOT STONE THERAPY
Hot stone massage is a type of massage performed with heated flat and smooth stones. Generally,
basalt and black volcanic stones, which have good heat absorption, are used for this massage. Heat
transferred by stone both relaxes you and helps to relive you of your muscle pains. Performed by
placing heated special volcanic stones on key points of body, this massage’s key characteristic is its
eliminating various problems when applied periodically.

MASSAGES
MEDICAL MASSAGE
Medical massage is applied to restore injured or worn organ. It can also be used to improve life quality of, give potent, and provide psychological support to the patient. With scientifically proven effects,
this massage has a wide field of application.

MANDARA (4 HAND) MASSAGE
Mandara massage is performed by two therapists applying traditional Balinese massage techniques synchronously. It helps to relieve muscle strains, maximizing energy, and giving an incredible whole body relaxation feeling. In the end of therapy, your increased energy will make you feel
younger.

FOOT (REFLEXOLOGY) MASSAGE
Nerve endings of all organs in our body pass from our feet. Reflexology massage is applied on
certain areas to rehabilitate certain organs of body. With special massage movements applied on feet,
the energy collected in certain parts of the body is distributed, thus triggering self-healing capacity of body. Reflexology is a healing therapy enabling balance force. In reflexology diagnosis,
the reflexology specialist reads the body map from sole, locating organ discomforts by touching certain points. Therapeutically, the therapist successfully performs his/her job protecting general state of health. Its most significantly differs from other therapies in that it stimulates self-healing
system of body. Thus the therapy produces no side effects.

MASSAGES
HAWAII MASSAGE
This is a soft Hawaiian massage applied by one or more therapists. Moving hands and arm on back
and belly areas. With exotic scents and songs promising healing, it pushes you into relaxation.
Hawaiian massage is a technique applied for relaxing.Only one session is enough to reveal happiness
and relaxation.

LOCAL MASSAGE
As a key element of physical therapies, local massage, also known as medical massage, focuses on
areas with pain and discomfort. It is applied according to a program created after detecting the discomfort. It also relieves pains and health problems in other parts of body, and it is applied by focusing on
pressure points of body.

FABRIQUE VIP CARE
Enjoy luxury and relaxation with your spouse, friend or relative. After having a massage of your
choice in our double suit room, you will enjoy the comfort of luxury in your sauna, vapor bath,
Turkish bath and Jacuzzi in your private room. Fruits and drinks we offer you during resting will
crown your relaxation.

HAMMAM RITUALS
HAMMAM CARE
In this method, the body is thoroughly cleaning which involves a relaxing rubbing
process followed by a massage with nice smelling foam, and then rinsing. You will feel
fresh and clean in the end of massage.

SULTAN CARE
This care process involving use of a special preparations made from specially ground
coffee and coconut powder will make your skin to breath. The cleaning effect of coffee
and the coconut care, in particular, will make you feel special, refreshed and relieved.

WORLD MASSAGE
BALINESE MASSAGE
50
min

ANTI STRESS MASSAGE
50
min

75
min

REFLEXOLOGY
50
min

HAWAII MASSAGE
75
min

WORLD MASSAGE

HOT STONE MASSAGE
75
min

MANDARA MASSAGE (4 Hand)
50
min

WEST MASSAGE
SWEDISH MASSAGE
50
min

SPORT MASSAGE
50
min

AROMA THERAPY
50
min

75
min

HEAD & NECK MASSAGE
40
min

MEDICAL MASSAGE

LOCAL MASSAGE
30
min

PREGNANT MASSAGE
50
min

MEDICAL MASSAGE
50
min

FABRIQUE CLUB MIX MASSAGE

FABRIQUE CLUB MIX MASSAGE
70
min
Combining 4 different massages, and responding all needs of your body,
Fabrique mix massage will make you feel effects of classic massage,
medical massage, sports massage and thai massage.

HAMAM RITUALS

HAMMAM CARE
45
min

SULTAN CARE
45
min

